Report to the Community 2013/2014

Vision

Values

To be the definitive provider of leadership
development in our community –
educating, inspiring and sustaining people
on their leadership journey.

We value the diversities inherent in our
community.

Mission

We value that collaboration builds capacity.

We provide experiential leadership
development, challenge people to view
their community through a different lens
and foster connections with active and
emerging leaders creating positive change.

We commit to continuously developing our
programs to meet the ever changing needs
and expectations of our community.

We believe that a strong community requires
strong leadership.

We value the community that supports us.

Join us in the journey!

What is Community?
As a social profit organization, Leadership Waterloo Region
(LWR) has been delivering Community Leadership programs
to the Waterloo region since its inception in 2000. LWR
believes that a community rests upon three key pillars: the
business, government and social profit sectors. We often
notice how each pillar independently contributes to the
health of the community, but neglect the fact that when one
pillar falters, our entire community is weakened. Therefore,
we firmly believe it is the synergy, alignment and strength
among these three pillars that truly create healthy and
sustainable communities.
Leadership Waterloo Region contributes to the community
by growing participants’ leadership knowledge and skills
that can be directly applied in their pillar of the community.
More importantly, LWR buildsaan appreciation and
understanding of leadership across the three key pillars of
community. In doing so, we develop an enhanced sense
of how we relate to and impact the community we live in,
whether we work in the business, government or social profit
sectors. By considering the development and application of
leadership across a broad community base, participants of
LWR programs add value to their own pillar and strengthen
relationships across the three sectors.
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Message from the Chair

W

Jennifer Burnham

hat do the Chief of Police,
the Cambridge Fire Chief,
several City Councillors and a local
MPP have in common? They are all
Leadership Waterloo Region alumni
who are exercising their leadership
and making positive changes in our
community! By highlighting the
work of one Core Program graduate,
the 2014 Annual Report illustrates
the positive impact that our
350-person network is making on the
health and success of our community.
LWR is in the business of developing
community-focused and forwardthinking leaders. Our definition
of “community” includes three
sectors — business, government
and social profit — each playing an
indispensable role in ensuring our
community is sustainable for all who
call it home. This is why it is essential
to cultivate leaders who are aware
of and fully understand the interdependence of these three sectors.
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The past year was pivotal, as we
continued to implement our strategic
plan. Over the coming months,
you will hear about our plans for
growth, including some exciting new
leadership programs. In addition to
our Core Program, our Youth on
Board Program — for leaders aged
18 to 23 — saw 16 participants
lend their voices to discussions
around local board tables. Paired
with mentors on boards of local
social profit organizations for a
period of 6 to 8 months, these young
leaders expanded their leadership
networks in our community and
gained first-hand high level board
experience. We thank the agencies
who participated and their board
members who became mentors for
our community’s young leaders.
Our success is entirely due to the
efforts and generosity of dozens of
volunteers and contributors. Their
enthusiasm and support are what
make it possible for us to offer
dynamic programs that will ensure our
community — including every sector
— has the strong leadership required
for its continued growth and success.
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Board of Directors 2013-2014
CHAIR
Jennifer Burnham
Union Gas

PAST-MARKETING CHAIR
Chris Sellers
Lutherwood

TREASURER
Jim McGillivray
Teledyne DALSA

Brian Smith
Raytheon Canada Ltd.

SECRETARY &
GOVERNANCE CHAIR
Lou Khoubesserian
Retired
VICE-CHAIR
Naveen Rakkar
Tyco Simplex Grinnell
PAST CHAIR
Debbie Adare
Perimeter Institute
CURRICULUM CHAIR
Kathie Must
Carizon
ALUMNI COUNCIL
LIAISON
Paul Rabb
Region of Waterloo
MARKETING CHAIR
Lisa Callaghan
Manulife Financial

Mark Miyasaki
COM DEV
Gloria Ringwood
Ringwood & Associates
Lisa Breithaupt
Barrister & Solicitor
(resigned June 2014)

Guests to the Board
(Ex-Officio)

Ken Seiling
Region of Waterloo
Brenda Halloran
City of Waterloo
Joelle Cowie
Youth on Board Participant
Beverley Kesse
Youth on Board Participant

Volunteer Faculty
Bianca Bitsakakis
Community Care Access Centre
Gary Bond
Working Smarter Together
Laurie Arlein Calder
Laurie Arlein Calder & Associates
Judy Cavill
Judy Cavill Consulting
Simon Chan
Manulife Financial
Desmond Courtney
Economical Insurance
Dr. John Doan
On The Threshold
Diana Drackley
Drackley, Livingstone & Associates
Ruth Friendship-Keller
Food Bank of Waterloo Region
Maria Hernandez
Teledyne DALSA Inc.
Jessica Hutchison
Autism Services Waterloo Region
Dr. Leeno Karumanchery
Diversity Solutions
Dr. Rosemary McGowan
Wilfrid Laurier University
Tara Mondou
Community Volunteer
Kathie Must
Carizon
Marion Neisen
Teledyne DALSA Inc.
Rob Straby
LifeWorks by Design
Anne Toner Fung
We Astonish
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Core Program

L

eadership Waterloo Region is best known for
its annual, 10-month Core Program. Using the
community as a canvas, participants are guided
to realize their leadership potential through the
enhanced understanding of their spheres of influence,
and their deeper understanding and application of
the skills needed to overcome community challenges.
Each year, between 20 and 35 applicants are
selected for a series of workshops that take place over
10 weekdays and two weekends from September to
June. Participants explore their personal leadership
styles, while practicing leadership skills in a group
setting and learning more about the Waterloo Region
community. The Core Program caters to the diverse
strengths of diligent professionals from all three
sectors in our community — business, government
and social profit. The initiative is a “learning
laboratory” that reflects real-life challenges, and
provides a unique environment for participants to
refine their skills and further develop their leadership
competencies.
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Core Program Class of 2014

O

ur Core Program alumni group now includes nearly 350 individuals from diverse backgrounds in business,
government and social profit sectors. Leadership Waterloo Region alumni are key members of dozens of boards
and committees in our community, while several have chosen to serve in public office. LWR regularly links alumni
with leadership opportunities, and we are pleased to enable information sharing within our alumni network.
Profiles for all our Core Program alumni can be viewed on our website at www.leadershipwaterlooregion.org/alumni

Sarah Bach
Hour Republic

Susan Box
Trinity Village Studios

Dennis Coelho
Deloitte

Cameron Dearlove
The Family Centre

Sue Delooze
Unitron Hearing Ltd.

Julie Dopko
Communitech

Katie Fischer
City of Cambridge

Natasha Glauser
City of Waterloo

Maria Hernandez
Teledyne DALSA Inc.

Yvonne Huang
Union Gas

Jessica Hutchison
Autism Services
Waterloo Region

Wanda Kampijan
Our Place Family
Resources

Adam Lauder
City of Waterloo

Mary Leversidge
Cambridge Memorial
Hospital

Neil Main
City of Cambridge

Lindsay Marinovic
Region of Waterloo/
Sunnyside

Luminita Mironescu
Investia Financial/
Money Concepts

Jason Tomlinson
Cambridge Self Help
Food Bank

Mark Wolf
CIBC Wood Gundy

Jim Zuber
City of Waterloo
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Making a Difference

E

ach year, the Core Program class is divided into teams of five or six individuals for the purpose of our
“learning laboratory.” These teams partner with a local social profit organization to complete a project that
provides a unique opportunity to practice skills and put to work the experience that participants gain from
our Core Program. In addition to making a positive impact on partner organizations, program participants
are introduced to community leaders and join a growing network of program graduates, all of whom are
working to ensure the community’s long-term health and prosperity. As of 2014, 64 projects have been
completed through partnerships with 47 social profit organizations across the Waterloo Region. This is what
the organizations are saying about LWR project teams and their work this past year.

SEND ‘EM OFF SMILING

TREEHAUS COLLABORATIVE WORKSPACE

Send ‘em Off Smiling believes that all children
deserve a more hopeful path and that engagement
in the community is key to ensuring this goal. Thus,
a group of Core Program participants was asked
to develop a strategic marketing plan to increase
awareness of Send ‘em Off Smiling’s mission:
preparing children for a successful first day of school
and increasing their engagement in learning. The
increased awareness through LWR’s involvement was
important in helping secure additional supporters at
the individual and corporate level.

A team of class participants was asked to design a
one-year programming cycle for Treehaus, including
educational, social and other events to support
and build the Treehaus community. In addition,
the project team was tasked with researching best
practices and designing a volunteer program that
would support the execution of the plan.

“Send ‘em Off Smiling was thrilled to be chosen
to participate in this program! Our team showed
enthusiasm and love for us and ‘our kids’ right from
day one. Leadership Waterloo Region is a mutually
beneficial partnership - new leaders get to practice
team and individual skills with a charitable
organization that often struggles for human resources.
Our team helped us with a marketing plan that will
set our direction for several years and enhance our
ability to spread our messages. Thank you to our
amazing team (Wanda, Neil, Natasha, Mark and
Mary) for their dedication and for leaving a piece of
their hearts in the backpacks of ‘our kids.’”

“We were very pleased to have the opportunity to work
with a team from Leadership Waterloo Region. They
engaged our stakeholders to gather information that has
proven to be invaluable as we plan the next stages of
development for the Treehaus community. Our sincerest
thanks to the team for their hard work and dedication,
and we look forward to a future opportunity to partner
with a LWR participant group.”
Gabrielle Clermont, Co-Founder and Treasurer, Treehaus

– Cathy McDonald-Reis, Send ‘em Off Smiling
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EXTEND-A-FAMILY
Through the project with Extend-A-Family the LWR
participant team aimed to raise awareness and develop
a financial sustainability plan for the Autism Spectrum
Connection website, which is an online community
for families with Autistic children. The project’s
focus was to increase exposure of the website with an
intention for it to be the main site that families, service
organizations, professionals and community members
can obtain information pertaining to Autism related
organizations and events.
“It was a pleasure to work with Leadership Waterloo
Region and so many people from different sectors of the
community. The leadership group was able to turn
out a well-researched, thoughtful and detailed plan
which will have a direct and positive impact on local
families affected by autism, as well as Extend-A-Family
Waterloo Region.”
– Kerry Cressman, Autism Spectrum Connection
Website Coordinator, Extend-A-Family Waterloo Region

HUMMINGBIRD CENTRE FOR HOPE
LWR Core program participants were asked to create
a three-year strategic plan focusing on two main areas
for the Hummingbird Centre for Hope: preparing a
development plan to meet budget requirements and
establish financial sustainability for the organization;
and a communications plan that, through education
and awareness, would help recruit volunteers and
expand their reach to those in need of their services.
“The Hummingbird Centre for Hope is a young grass
roots organization working to establish its reputation
within our community. At times the task list for us
can be overwhelming. Working with our team of
professionals and making the most of their skills and
talents helped our staff to focus on the work needed for
continued growth.”
– Marny Williams-Balodis, Executive Director,
Hummingbird Centre for Hope
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The Youth on
Board Program
is generously
sponsored by
TD Bank Group

Youth on Board Program and Class of 2014

Y

outh on Board’s mandate is to connect university
student leaders with established leaders in
Waterloo Region. Young leaders, aged 18 to 23, gain
rich experience through mentorship by board directors
of local social profit organizations. The program was
first established in October 2008, and has continued
to grow over the past four years through a generous
commitment from TD Bank Group.
Youth on Board provides young leaders with the

opportunity to study and participate in the governance
of a local social profit organization. In a survey on this
year’s Youth on Board Program, 100% of responses
from mentors recommended Youth on Board to other
community leaders. Feedback from youth participants
was overwhelmingly positive with 80% indicating they
would consider signing up for a second year. We thank
everyone who made the commitment to assist in the
development of our young leaders.

The Youth Leader

The Mentor

The Board

Lance Brunkard
Tarini Chandak
Wayne Chang
Joelle Cowie
Dana Decent
Kiera Gagne
Yi-Peng Ge
Stephanie Ho
Helen Hu
Adam Hughes
Beverly Kesse
Koren Leung
Sebastian Lisiecki
Bethanie Lydon
Jeffrey Mo
Luvneet Verma

Joanne Van Deursen
Alannah Robinson
Eric Kingston
Debbie Adare
Rebecca Balaz
Kim Anderson
Tim Sothern
Maedith Radlein
Chris Corrigan
Dan Glenn-Graham
Mark Miyasaki
Karen Scian
Laura Richards
David Bunce
Andrew Pearen
Diane Freeman

Victim Services of Waterloo Region
Sexual Assault Support Centre of Waterloo
Animal Welfare Agency of South Central Ontario
Leadership Waterloo Region
Waterloo Community Arts Centre
Butterfly Center for Learning
Greater K-W Chamber of Commerce
Child Witness Centre
The Food Bank of Waterloo Region
Downtown Kitchener BIA
Leadership Waterloo Region
Community Justice Initiatives
Volunteer Action Centre of K-W
R.O.O.F.
Our Place Family Resource and Early Years Centre
Grand River Hospital
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Impact on Young Leaders and our Social Profit Sector

S

taff Sergeant Joanne Van Deursen and Lance Brunkard started in the Youth on Board program as
individual community leaders. Throughout the course of the program, Lance came to learn new skills
and insights from his mentor, Joanne. As the Staff Sergeant at the Organizational Performance Division
with the Waterloo Regional Police Service, Joanne took Lance under her wing on the Board of Directors of
Victim Services of Waterloo Region.Here, Lance was exposed to social profit board governance, which was
not only a great experience for him, but also an opportunity for an established board to hear from a fresh
voice. As a Core Program Alumnus from the Class of 2009, Joanne was very pleased to have the opportunity
to share her skills and knowledge with an emerging leader.
Joanne VanDeursen
“The Youth on Board
program is a very
beneficial program to the
youth of our community.
It allows them to partake
in programs that they
may not have any other
connection in their lives
with. They become more exposed to what
is available in their community and learn
the importance of being involved in local
community boards.”
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Lance Brunkard
“The Youth on Board
program was an invaluable
opportunity for me to learn
more about social profits
and the unique challenges
that they face as well as the
roles and responsibilities of
boards of directors. It also
provided a chance to network with a multitude
of leaders in the community. I would highly
recommend this program to anyone with interests
in the social profit sector and for those looking to
gain leadership experience while being given the
chance to work with many great people.”
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Bringing change through cross-sectoral connections

E

very year, the Core
Program develops
passionate leaders who
go on to have a deep
understanding of and
positive impact on
community. “Certainly
being part of Leadership
Waterloo Region opened my
Mark Wolf
eyes to the concept that all
Class of 2014
those pieces — government,
business and social profit — are integral,” says Mark
Wolf on what makes a healthy community.
An employee at CIBC, Mark is a graduate of the
2014 Core Program and organized KitchenerWaterloo’s first Hockey Helps the Homeless hockey
tournament, an event featuring NHL all-stars and
local community leaders. In its first year, the local
event set a goal to raise $50,000 for the community
to address homelessness and the social conditions of
associated with it. Mark believes that his participation
in LWR played a critical role in building a network
that helped turn his vision into a success story.
“When I first started with Hockey Helps the
Homeless, I told the national team that KitchenerWaterloo is an amazing community with people who
want to help,” Mark says. He has not been wrong.
“This is an event where what we raise goes right back
into the community and that is what really got my
and other peoples’ attention,” Mark explains.
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Through LWR, Mark developed a lasting and
important network with relationships that cross each
pillar in the community. Indeed, by connecting with
another LWR graduate, Waterloo Firefighter Colin
Mickie, Mark made history with Hockey Helps the
Homeless by enlisting the support and participation
of the Waterloo Fire Department — the one and only
department in over 10 Canadian cities and 15 years
of the tournament’s existence.
“Complete support and enthusiasm,” is how Mark
describes his interaction with LWR colleague Mickie.
“That two people who did not know each other
can be connected and support each other,” Mark
explains, “it is this type of relationship between pillars
that makes the Core Program so special.”
Kitchener-Waterloo’s first Hockey Helps the
Homeless Event took place in October 2014.
Leadership Waterloo Region congratulates Mark, his
volunteers, donors and sponsors who contributed to
the success of this event — and we look forward to
more successful Hockey Helps the Homeless events
in Kitchener-Waterloo in the years to come.

To learn more about Hockey Helps the Homeless
in our community, please visit their website at
www.hockeyhelpsthehomeless.com
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Financial Strength

I

n 2013-2014, 34% of our revenues were generated through tuition fees and the remaining
funds were raised through special events, donations, memberships, fees for service, grants and
sponsorships. Our aim is to continue to increase revenues from program delivery.

20%
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Program Fees
Government Grants
Events
Sponsorship
Memberships & Donations
Fee for Service
Tuition Donations

34%
20%
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Supporters

W

e would like to acknowledge our Founding Partners whose outstanding vision and dedication
made it possible for us all to engage in leadership succession-planning at a community level.

The Greater K-W Chamber of Commerce			
The Kitchener and Waterloo Community Foundation		
The Cambridge & North Dumfries Community Foundation
		

The Volunteer Action Centre of K-W & Area
The Cambridge Chamber of Commerce
Volunteer Cambridge

Financial and Goods-In-Kind Supporters
$5,000+
Libro Credit Union
Region of Waterloo
TD Bank Group
Union Gas Ltd.
Tuition Fund
Sponsors
COM DEV 			
Teledyne DALSA Inc.
Women of Merit

$1,000+
Susan Box
Christie Digital
Deloitte
Delta Elevator Co. Ltd.
Kitchener-Conestoga 		
Rotary Club
Miller Thompson LLP
Teledyne DALSA Inc.
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$500+
Advanced Benefits 		
Consulting
Debbie and Ian Adare
Robert Denton
Mark Eamer 			
Professional Corp.
Electri-Tech
Services Inc.
David Graham
Barbara Hill &
David Rutherford
Paul Rabb
Tim Schaner
Naveen Rakkar

$250+
Jennifer Burnham
Lisa Callaghan
Lynn Cameron
Community Justice 		
Initiatives
Connie Deckert
Doyle Investments
Lusette Henry
Kathie Must
Marion Neisen
Chris Sellers
Karin Voisin
Sue White
WIREd Electric
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Financial and Goods-In-Kind Supporters ... cont’d
$100+
Beverley Allan
Richard Arsic
Mary Anne Banks
Timothy Bergelt
Lawrence Bingeman
Wilda Bostwick
Jennifer Breithaupt
Declan McAndrew 		
Publishing Ltd.
Sandra Eagle
Tena Eccles
Ruth Friendship-Keller
Fern Greb
Imran Ismail
Lisa Jackson
Lou Khoubesserian
Tony Lea
Wendy MacIntosh
Sheila McConnell
Jim McGillivray
Joanne McQuiggan

Mark Miyasaki
Tara Mondou
Andrew Newman
Terry O’Keefe
Lori Payne
Micheal Plouffe
Susan Prange
Jacinda Reitsma
Carmen Robert
Ken Seiling
Brian Smith
St. John Ambulance
Kendra Velenosi
Randy Warren
Terry Wichman
Glen Woolner
Other Donors
Bam Creative Services
Sara Casselman
Ryan Chen-Wing
Bob Cruickshank
Sharon Gilroy-Dreher

Jeff Henry
Linda Horn
Katarina Loncar
John Lougheed
Shannon McLellan
Priya Mehta
Colin Mickie
Sue Peterson
Amy Ross
Martin Scherer
Kevin Schimus
Lisa Talbot
Sun Life Financial
Goods-In-Kind
Sponsors
96.7 CHYM FM
106.7 Country
570 News
A Gourmet Affair
BAM Creative Services
Best Western Victoria
Park Suites, Ottawas

Betroth
Bingemans
BLM Transportation Group
Chef D
Community Charity Services
Denison Print
Drackley, Livingstone & Assoc.
Edelweiss
Home Hardware St. Jacobs
Jackson Triggs Estate Wines
Kara’s Smart Foods
LIBRO Credit Union
Little Mushroom Catering
Lutherwood
Never Enough Thyme
One King West Hotel
Select Service Catering
Simpson Print
Waterloo Professional Fire 		
Fighters Association
Waterloo Region Record

A very special thank you to committee members and volunteers

L

eadership Waterloo Region has consistently enjoyed
outstanding support from the Waterloo region
community. With a small staff complement, we rely
on generous gifts of time and expertise provided by
our exceptional volunteers. To the many dozens of
brilliant volunteers who govern the organization, lend
their talents to our working committees, who assist
us with program development, marketing, candidate
recruitment & selection, and who plan events &
workshops for our alumni, we offer our sincerest
thanks. Your generosity, hard work and commitment
to this work ensure that our community will have the
leadership needed to ensure its strength and health.
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Applying to Our Core Program

L

eadership Waterloo Region offers a unique
comprehensive community leadership
development program serving Waterloo region.
We encourage you to consider joining us!

Program Benefits
• Participant:
– Increase leadership capacity and knowledge of
regional issues.

Successful applicants for the Core Program:

– Develop a network of diverse colleagues for community.

• Have work experience and want to develop
your leadership skills.

– Enhance business-oriented problem-solving skills.

• Want to gain in-depth knowledge of the
challenges facing our community.
• Want to learn more about becoming a leader.
• Have an interest in volunteer leadership roles.
• Want to connect with other leaders to make a
meaningful contribution to your community.

– Refine personal values and mission.
• Employer:
– Enhance employees’ leadership skills and knowledge,
and leverage them to achieve greater organizational
effectiveness.
– Create networking opportunities that can offer more
effective business solutions.
– Position employees as community leaders who are
committed to improving the quality of life in the region.
– Retain employees (retention rates rise among employees
who are connected to their community).
Applications are accepted year-round, but applications
for the 2015-2016 program year must be submitted no
later than May 1, 2015.
Visit leadershipwaterlooregion.org for details.
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Join Us
LWR continues to develop its
network of alumni and supporters.
Join us on the journey of leadership
as a participant, sponsor, donor,
member or volunteer.
• Participate in the Core Program
to develop your leadership
potential or become a mentor for
our Youth on Board program.

• Companies can sponsor an
employee to participate in the
Core Program.
• Donate to assist selected
participants in the Core Program
who are unable to pay the full fee,
making it possible for exceptional
applicants from all sectors of our
community to participate.

•B
 ecome a corporate or individual
member and gain access to
our events, such as our Annual
Leadership Breakfast and Fire
& Ice Gala, each attracting
approximately 400 people.
• Volunteer and lend your expertise
to one of our committees or
special events.

Thank You to our Financial and Goods-in-Kind Sponsors and Supporters

Special thanks to

Follow us:

@LeadershipWR

519-742-7338 | info@leadershipwaterlooregion.org

www.leadershipwaterlooregion.org

www.simpson-print.com

519-571-8204

